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Carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere have increased from an average of 6.3 Pg-C year\(^{-1}\) during 1990–99 to 7.8 Pg-C year\(^{-1}\) during 2000–09. In this context, although the global emissions fell to 0.5% in 2014, there is a need to drastically alter the current path of development because it has been observed that the burden of climate change is disproportionately high on developing countries such as India. Here, the rising global warming predicts a dangerous scenario on agriculture, poverty alleviation efforts and infant mortality rate. The current negative impact of energy generation by fossil fuels can be checked by prudent management of existing resources followed by enhanced use of renewable energy sources to meet the requirements of the world, without emulating the carbon-intensive model of the past. In this study strategies have been proposed for the next 40 years to allow government agencies to observe changes in the climate along with analysing the impact of mitigation measures implemented.
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‘Science has spoken. Leaders must act. Time is not on our side.’

--Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General of the United Nations

An alteration in the climate that is statistically significant, either in the mean or in the variability of the climate, and has been observed over a few decades (an extended period) is termed climate change\(^1\). Earth has undergone several glacial cycles in the past, with the seventh glacial retreat occurring some 7000 years ago. Thus, the earth’s atmosphere has been warming up and cooling without human intervention since millennia. However, the rapidity of changing climate in the recent decades is drawing attention to the role of human intervention in global warming. The combustion of fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas), deforestation, forest fires and changing land-use patterns have led to increase in greenhouse gases (GHGs) such as CO\(_2\), CO, CH\(_4\), NO\(_x\), etc. in the atmosphere resulting in higher global temperature which induces climate change.

Apart from the direct correlation of increasing CO\(_2\) emissions with global warming, other evidences of human-induced climate change are\(^2\): (i) Decline of oxygen content in line with increasing fossil-fuel combustion. (ii) Observed isotopic signature of carbon from fossil fuel burning (lack of \(^{13}\)C and depleted content of \(^{12}\)C) such as an increase in the \(^{13}\)C/\(^{12}\)C ratio. (iii) Increase in CO\(_2\) in the northern hemisphere, where fossil combustion is higher.

Due to uptake and distribution of CO\(_2\) throughout carbon sinks – deep oceans, terrestrial ecosystems and atmosphere, the rate of increase of carbon is only half that at which it is actually emitted by the fossil-fuel consumption. But the net balance in uptake of CO\(_2\) is unlikely to remain positive indefinitely\(^3\).

The drought in Sub-Saharan Africa in the 1970s and simultaneous reduction in agricultural yield from the former USSR, China and Latin America have been identified as some of the first incidents occurring due to a shift in climate pattern. Since then, the world has tried to stimulate collective thought regarding reducing emissions through development of indigenous models of economic growth and provision of clean technology transfer in developing countries. Dedicated groups like the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), World Climate Conferences, Conference of Parties (COPs), etc. focus on understanding the impact of changing climate patterns, anticipating the damage to life and property, and adapting to the new climate\(^4\).

The objectives of the present study are, first, to assess the impact of climate change and global warming on India; and secondly, to propose a roadmap for policy measures and action plans which could be pursued to mitigate climate change through a gradual shift to renewable and clean energy. This roadmap has been envisioned by taking into account the fact that any strategy for climate change mitigation has to adhere to the timescale relevant...
to effectuate any significant impact on the climate. A period of 40 years chosen for the roadmap proposed here would allow observing the effectiveness of the measures as well as to review the strategies, if required.

**Emissions, global warming and the Indian economy**

Over geologic history, an ingenious system has evolved, whereby atmospheric CO₂ is redistributed between vegetation, ocean and rocks through a range of pathways called carbon cycle. These pathways had maintained CO₂ concentration in the atmosphere at around 163 ppm for centuries⁴–⁷. However, burning fossil fuel released on an average 5.4 Pg-C year⁻¹ during 1980–89, 6.3 Pg-C year⁻¹ during 1990–99, 7.8 Pg-C year⁻¹ during 2000–09 (ref. 6) and rose to 9.5 Pg-C in 2011 (ref. 7). The assessment reports released by IPCC expected global temperature to increase from 1°C to 6.4°C as a consequence of increase in the concentration of CO₂ emitted by consumption of fossil fuels in atmosphere by 2100 (ref. 8). The most dramatic impact of such a situation may be the shutdown of the ocean thermohaline cycle which is responsible for the transport of heat from the equator to the northern climates⁹, increased food insecurity, poverty and infant mortality¹⁰–¹⁵.

It has been calculated¹⁶ that the global total CO₂ emission must be capped at 2.9 Pg to give a 66% chance of avoiding global warming of more than 2°C – regarded as dangerous climate change; hence an almost flat emission curve is a positive sign for climate change advocates. But less than 1 Pg is left to reach the predicted cap and there is a need to drastically cut down the global CO₂ emission.

With the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in 1750 in Europe, the developed countries were the first to industrialize. The large scale of manufacturing and inefficient use of fossil fuels led to wide-ranging emissions from these countries. This situation has been referred to as ‘historical contribution to climate change’ and is recognized in the principle of common but differentiated responsibility (CBDR). However, with the present emissions from the developed countries on a downward trend, developing economies are accountable for more than half of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions – China being the largest emitter (29%) and India being the fourth largest (6%) emitting nation¹⁷.

It should be noted that while developing economies are being blamed for increasing levels of emission¹⁸, they pay more than they contribute to climate change. In 2006, the cost of a 2°C rise in the global temperature was expected to be equivalent to 1% of the global GDP. But the cost of climate change for India, as estimated by the World Bank in 2006, was found to be 5% (ref. 19). Equitable distribution of the cost of climate change is impractical because the developing countries bear 80% of the world’s population and will end up paying the most²⁰ despite skewed consumption patterns. For instance, India, which is the home to one-sixth of the world population, had an annual per capita emission of only 1.7 MT compared to 17 MT in the US in 2011 (ref. 21).

To plan mitigation policies in the case of India, it is vital to assess the socio-economic aspirations of its citizens. The factors that play a role in human motivation, as explained by Maslow’s theory of hierarchy of needs could be reinterpreted to indicate the path to achieve inclusive and sustainable development in India²². This theory reveals that people are driven to achieve certain needs starting from the physiological needs – food, water and shelter; to progress towards achieving their full potential called a stage of self-actualization. Maslow explained that the ability to be concerned about welfare of humanity, morality and ethical conduct in society would manifest in a person only after fulfillment of baser desires²³. In case of governments moving towards sustainable development, the same theory could be applied because all the decisions are based on prioritization (Figure 1).

The physiological needs in the case of a country could be met through provision for energy access, food and water security, shelter, etc. Education, health, employment and economic security would promote dignity and equality in the people, in turn increasing their sense of responsibility. This would enhance their awareness regarding the environment and the need to ascertain the efficient utilization of available resources.

While the catalyst in initial stages of economic development has been conventional energy, the present strategy for India should be to ensure a sustained growth not necessarily through the tried, tested and known to have failed model of ‘destruction and growth’, but through clean and green economy. This would ensure an economic growth that would be delinked with environmental impact²²,²⁵.

What follows is a discussion on the methods that India can adopt to outlast the dangers of climate change and global warming.

**Pathways for mitigating greenhouse effect in India**

Fossil fuel consumption contributes up to 65% in the global carbon emission and is the mainstay for energy production in both developing and the developed economies²⁶. While increasing consumption of fossil fuels has been identified as a culprit for climate change, the apprehension against climate change mitigation programmes has been the advantages of higher economic growth vis-à-vis the expenditure for climate adaptation policies²⁷. However, in developing countries, there is a scope of answering the question of desirability vs feasibility of this economic growth because gross domestic product (GDP) is not a robust indicator of growth. It does not
encompass the environmental impact and decreasing availability of resources or the impact on well-being of the people at large. Hence, in order to decouple energy consumption with ecological impact of the fossil fuels, there has been an increasing emphasis on reuse and recycling of resources, and deployment of low carbon technologies on a large scale.

In the case of India, demand for power has increased from 2006 to 2014 at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.72% with thermal energy holding the highest share in electricity generation in this period. Further, being one of the highest emitting countries in the world, India has committed to reduce its emissions significantly through increased allocation of funds towards mitigation strategies, changing lifestyle and practices, and creating unambiguous methodologies and policies for energy utilization. Here, renewable energy emerges as a solution because India has a potential of about 900 GW (peak power demand is much lower) from commercially usable sources such as wind, small hydro, biomass and solar energy, and a significant potential from decentralized applications.

Agriculture, water, health and livelihood are the most vulnerable sectors in India, while power, transport and industry are the major sectors contributing to high emissions. In order to maintain a steady growth rate, India needs to prioritize a shift to renewable energy and enhance climate change resilience capability. The strategies identified in this study are, as mentioned earlier, spread out over duration of 40 years. They are only indicative of the major opportunities available to gradually move to a ‘self-actualized’ mode of power generation and ultimately towards a greener future.

**Enhancing coal efficiency and shift to natural gas**

The maximum primary energy demand of India is met by thermal energy. Total consumption of raw coal by industry has increased with a CAGR of 3.73% from 2005–06 to 2012–13 (ref. 29). But with the mounting concern over impact of such carbon-intensive growth, the role of clean coal technology becomes significant. Moving the current average global efficiency rate of subcritical coal-fired power plants from 33% to 40% could cut 2 Pg CO$_2$ emission, which is close to India’s annual CO$_2$ emission now. Further, a supercritical plant can have a 2% higher efficiency than the present best-case scenario for subcritical with 4% less emission and 20 years more life. Immediate measures regarding improvement in the thermodynamic efficiency, for instance, a 1% point improvement in the efficiency of conventional pulverized coal combustion plant will result in a 2–3% reduction in CO$_2$ emission as well as reduction in pollutants such as NO$_x$, SO$_x$ and particulates. The total cost of power generation is based on factors such as land, labour, material and scale of production. Material cost would further depend on fuel availability, transport cost, infrastructure and debt financing.

Substituting coal by natural gas, which contains roughly 15 kg C/GJ of energy compared to 26 kg C/GJ of energy for coal, should be a welcome move. At the end of 2012, natural gas-based power generation was 24.2 GW (11th Five Year Plan). This was used for balancing power and peak demands, while coal power supplied base load. The demand for natural gas has been increasing because of measures undertaken to increase availability, improved distribution infrastructure and environment-friendly...
characteristics such low emissions per unit of energy generation.

Among the unconventional sources of natural gas is shale. The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas (MoPNG), Government of India (GoI) has been trying to gain experience through international collaboration, and has been scouting for resources of shale gas. India has 63 tcf of recoverable shale gas reserves, which could drastically alter the country’s power scenario.

Further advantages of natural gas involve lower cost of import, improved quality of life and increased energy security (through discovery of domestic resources) for India. While utilization of shale gas has transformed the American petroleum industry, the issue of land and water availability, and improvement in extraction methodology would require a fiscal policy which could keep pace with the demand and supply dynamics. For instance, while Bengal has been identified as a prospective source of shale, the extraction is curtailed by the pernicious land and water stress.

Figure 2 incorporates the aforementioned policy and developmental issues to suggest a road map for improving efficiency of coal-based power generation and ultimately superseding it with natural gas.

As with any policy measure, there is room for iterations in the roadmap to incorporate any technological breakthroughs or set-backs that may occur in the stipulated time period.

**Efficient transport and alternate fuels**

The transport sector in India consumes 22% of the total commercial energy, 70% of the diesel produced in the domestic refineries and 99.6% of the petrol. It is an indicator of development in a region. However, since it relies on fossil fuels, there is a consequent rise in GHGs, including CO, CO₂, NOₓ, photochemical oxidants, particulate matter, poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and benzene, aldehydes and 1,3-butadiene.

Figure 3 discusses a four-step strategy for the transport sector in India which could be modelled according to the region.

The first aspect of improvement is in the existing infrastructure and public transport. The Government has proposed policies such as National Highway Development Programme, Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojna, and Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission to address the issue of infrastructure. Further, policies related to a clean transport sector enacted in the past decades include Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; National Auto Fuel Policy, 2003; National Environment Policy (NEP), 2006; National Transport Development Policy Committee, 2010, etc. However, national policies can only provide the spine to allow the sector to grow. Vulnerability and economic assessment of individual regions will help frame targeted strategies.

The rising motor vehicles, CAGR of 10% in cars and two wheelers between 1991 and 2011 (ref. 48), led to increase in congestion on the roads, air pollution and societal strain because of the inability of economically underprivileged population to participate in the rapid growth of mobility. This indicates a need for better traffic engineering, encouraging non-motorized transport through ensuring safety, and provision for better connectivity through public transport to reduce requirement of private car ownership.

The next steps could be improvement in energy efficiency and promotion of alternate fuels. For instance, the suggested shift in emission norms from Bharat Stage IV (BS IV) to BS VI in the present decade would require gasoline-driven cars and other light-duty vehicles to have better air–fuel management system and catalytic converters, and diesel-run vehicles to reduce emissions through the use of diesel particulate filter (DPF) technology, in-cylinder exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) method. This step also requires constant monitoring and needs to involve manufacturers without whom compliance to any policy would be unachievable.

Here, alternate fuels like compressed natural gas (CNG), ethanol, methanol, dimethyl ether (DME), biodiesel, hydrogen, electricity, etc. could ‘de-carbonize’ the transport sector by substituting gasoline/diesel. CNG has a high octane rating, does not generate ash during combustion, has low NOₓ, SOₓ and hydrocarbon emissions.
and almost half the CO₂ emissions as gasoline, making it an excellent fuel for light-duty vehicles⁵¹. Through National Biofuel Policy, 2008, 10% ethanol blending with petroleum was mandated. It was also proposed that a 20% biodiesel blending would be achieved by 2017 (ref. 52). Further, absence of GHG emissions from engine exhaust give hybrid energy vehicles (HEVs) and fuel cell energy vehicles (FCEVs) a major advantage over gasoline/diesel-operated vehicle⁷⁷. In 2013, the National Electric Mobility Mission Plan was launched with a vision of 7 million hybrid vehicles by 2020 and a spending of Rs 13,000–14,000 crores for the same⁵⁰. Expenditure in upgrade of vehicles, in keeping with all the Government mandates, is worth undertaking in a scenario where these high standards lead to positive financial feedback, through reduced expenditure on pollution control, GHG mitigation and an improved quality of life⁴⁷.

Global urban transport energy consumption is likely to double by 2050 (ref. 53). In India, the Ministry of Urban Development, GoI, along with state and city-level governments, has come up with roadmaps and programmes to identify cities in which core infrastructure could be modified to address issues of efficient urban mobility and public transport, electricity and water supply, sanitation, etc. to create ‘smart cities’⁵⁴.

Thus, GHG reduction in transport would be an indirect outcome of improvements suggested in this section.

Carbon capture and storage

The use (efficient or inefficient) of fossil fuels is carbon-intensive, which necessitates a parallel system to capture the generated CO₂. Physical sequestration naturally occurs in oceans and saline aquifers which take up CO₂ from the atmosphere to form carbonates. Enhanced oil recovery using CO₂ is being practised in Weyburn oilfield, Canada, and CO₂ is also being proposed for release of methane from methane hydrates⁵⁵.

Among the biological sequestration methods for carbon are the terrestrial ecosystems such as forests and soil.

Forests hold a huge capacity of carbon absorption through photosynthesis. But the forest ecosystem also becomes a source of carbon emission through fires, deforestation and alteration in land-use patterns. Much higher losses of CO₂ from soil were reported⁵⁶ in the world after deforestation for shifting cultivation (0.093–0.223 Pg-C year⁻¹) than other arable (0.063 Pg-C year⁻¹) or pasture soil (0.092 Pg-C year⁻¹). Globally loss of primary production by fire is estimated⁵⁷,⁵⁸ to be 2-5 Pg-C year⁻¹. While shifting cultivation, as observed in eastern and North East Asia, has led to loss of soil carbon and has been proven an unsustainable practice, it is extant because it is a traditional system of agriculture⁵⁹. This reinstates the point made earlier that any sustainable practice introduced would encounter the issue of socio-cultural acceptability⁶⁰.

Carbon can be sequestered in the soil as both organic and inorganic carbon. The global soil has a C sink capacity of ~78 Pg (ref. 61). This carbon holds the moisture and maintains a ratio of carbon to other elements (N, S, etc.) which are vital to the growth of the plant. A change in land-use patterns or inefficient management of soil, including ploughing, drainage and excessive fertilizer input, leads to loss of soil carbon which reduces crop productivity⁶². A solution to improve soil sink capacity is through application of biochar augmented with microbes which help in the uptake of nutrients by the crop⁶³,⁶⁴. The avoided GHG emission through this method would translate into reduced fertilizer application due to improvement in soil fertility⁶⁵.

Considering the impact of soil carbon, the strategy proposed in Figure 4, could be divided into immediate measures such as prevention of further deforestation and mitigation of emissions due to change in land use.

To promote afforestation, GoI proposed a Green India Mission. The immediate implementation period of the programme from 2010 to 2020 was projected to cost Rs 46,000 crores and include institution-building, sensitization, land identification and field operations⁶⁶. This would need to be transformed into a long-term mitigation measure to enhance carbon sink and ecological adaptation to climate change.

The ultimate stage for carbon sequestration would be long-term storage such that CO₂ stored should not leak into the atmosphere. This requires injection of CO₂ at a
depth of 800 m (ref. 67). Geological carbon storage capacity in India has been estimated to be 500–1000 Gt of CO$_2$ (ref. 67). These sites may be found in the Gangetic (north, northeast), Brahmaputra (northeast, Bangladesh border) and Indus (northwest, Pakistan border) river plains, and along the immediate offshore regions on the Arabian Sea (southwest coast) and the Bay of Bengal (southeast coast)$^{68}$. However, the prospect of physically storing carbon for India is limited due to the economic viability.

Thus, the roadmap for the next few decades indicates the importance of carbon sequestration as a mitigation strategy for GHG emission.

Gradual shift to renewable energy

As mentioned in the beginning of this study, the most important requirement for global sustainable development is to have a sustainable form of energy or renewable energy (RE). An addition of more than 1000 GW has been made to the renewable power capacity globally between 2000 and 2014, with the figure of 1829 GW in 2014 being a paragon of this shift$^{69}$. The developing countries invested US$ 131.3 billion in RE in 2014 (up by 36% from 2013) with the share being maximum for China in the world and amongst the emerging economies. In addition, investments in RE increased in Brazil (US$ 7.6 billion), India (US$ 7.4 billion), South Africa (US$ 5.5 billion), and Indonesia, Chile, Mexico, Kenya and Turkey invested up to US$1 billion (ref. 70).

India has an installed capacity of 260 GW (all sources combined) and a peak power demand of around 140 GW (ref. 71). The shortages in supply are due to inaccessibility of fuel, both thermal power and nuclear. Here, RE can be a promising solution for integrating and managing the intermittent supply in the first stage. GoI, in the past decade, has taken many initiatives to promote RE in the mainstream power generation market, such as National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) of 2009 ensuring 15% of total electricity consumption from RE by 2020; Energy Act, 2003, and National Tariff Policy, 2006, which provide guidelines for state and Central Government to ensure a percentage of power is obtained from renewable incentives$^{32}$, and other initiatives. Further, the government is also providing incentives such as accelerated depreciation (AD), generation-based incentive (GBI), viability gap funding (VGF), and capital subsidy.

Moving forward, India should have a clear vision for RE-based power generation. As shown in Figure 5, an immediate consideration for RE plants should be the ability to accommodate an energy mix from different feeds and ensure a flexible grid. With a potential of 900 GW for renewable energy$^{31}$, the present plants could be upgraded through adoption of better technologies to achieve higher production$^{70}$. RE should no longer be treated as an option. It should be aggressively turned into a necessity with a wholesome policy initiative with equivalent thrust on deployment, use of indigenous technology and financing research for future improvements$^{71}$. Since RE could be employed as off-grid systems, it could provide energy access to all sections of society while addressing the issue of GHG mitigation in increasing energy consumption. The major challenges in decentralized energy are related
to policy, technology, finance, public participation and understanding of demand-supply chain. While RE is continuously becoming cost-effective, in order to replace conventional energy it would be required to make RE completely cost-competitive, which is the final stage of the indicated roadmap in this study.

RE has advantages in terms of providing energy independence, no fuel cost or price variability and reduction in pollution. However, challenges to be addressed in RE scale-up are related to resource assessment, best-fit technology or technology mix for different scenarios, storage of excess power and grid integration, land and logistics required (especially for solar, thermal and wind) and variability in power generation.

Despite all these measures, businesses are apprehensive of RE due to either lack of understanding of the incentives or lack of confidence in the competency of RE technology. Thus, a holistic dialogue between stakeholders and policy makers will encourage RE investment in India.

Conclusion

The above discussion underscores the need for scientific and political intervention to bring the impact of climate change to a manageable level in developing countries like India. Here, it is important to consider that even though the mitigation measures require huge political will and monetary input, they may be achievable through a gradual shift in technology and perception of viewing growth.

For India, the target discussion should cease to be about the ability of RE to meet the gap in power generation and focus on promoting it as a choice for the new power system with indigenous solutions formulated by Indian researchers for the specific problems pertaining to the country. This is vital because ‘survival of the fittest’ is not only limited to living species, but is relevant for survival of economies and civilizations as a whole.
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